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ABSTRACT

In the Monte Carlo simulation of pulse source experiments, the
neutron energy spectrum, spatial distribution and total density may
be required for a long time after the pulse. If the assemblies are
very small, as often occurs in the cases of interest, sophisticated
Monte Carlo techniques must be applied which force neutrons to
remain in the system during the time interval investigated. In the
MCT code a splitting technique has been applied tc neutrons exceed-
ing assigned target times, and we have found that this technique
compares very favorably with more usual ones, such as the expected
leakage probability, giving large gains in computational time and
variance. As an example, satisfactory asymptotic thermal spectra
with a neutron attenuation of 10~5 were quickly obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Time-dependent neutron transport calculations by the Monte Carlo method
are of considerable interest in studying the approach to equilibrium of a neu-
tron pulse in a moderating assembly. In these problems the neutron energy
spectrum, total neutron density, and spatial neutron distribution are to be
calculated at different time intervals after the neutron pulse. Results of
special interest are those for very small samples, due to the fact that beyond
a critical buckling no discrete decay constant exists. To investigate the
process of thermalization in these small samples the Monte Carlo code tech-
nique, known as "expected leakage probability", is usually applied, forcing
the neutron emerging from a collision to remain in the assembly. In our Monte
Carlo code a splitting technique has been adopted which, in the cases examined
so far, compares very favorably with respect to the expected leakage proba-
bility. By this technique a neutron is split when assigned target times are
exceeded, so that it is possible to follow particles for a long time after the
pulse without large fluctuations of the weights scored per history provided
the number of particles born from splitting at each target time is properly
chosen, for example on the basis of a previous analog Monte Carlo calculation.
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THE MCT CODE

The purpose of the MCT code is the simulation of the time-dependent neu-
tron transport of pulsed-source experiments in finite or infinite assemblies.

The geometries that the code can handle were chosen in order to ensure
both the possibility of comparison with typical experimental assemblies and
the speed of calculation: at present, single spheres, cylinders, and paral-
lelepipeds containing a homogeneous mixture can be treated, together with the
infinite medium. It is also possible to treat in a single run several assem-
blies of the same type and different sizes, each internal to the other, a
neutron being considered internal to all assemblies from which it has not yet
escaped.

The code assumes that an assigned neutron point source pulses at the time
t = 0, emitting a monoenergetic burst of neutrons of energy E >_ E ^ * where Ê fo
is the thermal energy upper bound (the source point location is not important
if only the equilibrium distribution is to be investigated).

For the calculations source neutrons are followed, all information
required being collected at fixed target times. A history is stopped when
either the last target time is reached, or the neutron escapes from the sys-
tem, or the statistical weight falls under a given cut-off value.

Two processes, the slowing-down and the thermalization and diffusion, are
considered. During the slowing-down process, i.e. for neutron energy greater
than Eth, nuclei are assumed to be at rest in the laboratory system, and only
elastic scattering with constant cross section, isotropic in the center-of-
mass system, is considered. During the thermalization and diffusion process,
the thermal motion of the nuclei is taken into account. For the thermal col-
lision simulation the code utilizes a very refined point description of the
differential scattering cross sections o(E -»• E') and o(E -* E', cos 9), where r
is the scattering angle in the laboratory system. From the scattering matrix
[°ij]> with a±A = o(E^ ->• Ej), a table is set up of N equiprobable energy inter-
vals with bounds (E^, EJ^+J) for each E^ defined by

f o(E± -> E) dE = 1/N , k = 0, 1, . . . N - 1

where (EQ.EN) is the total post-collision energy range and a(E^) the total
cross section for the energy E^. For the incoming energy E, E^ < E <_ E^+,,
two random accesses to the tables and successive linear interpolations provide
the post-collision energy E'.

Similar tables are set up for the angular distributions of the energy
transitions (E-[ -*• Ej). Here in addition, thanks to the "detailed balance"
relation

E e"E^T a(E -»• E', cos 0) = E' e"E / T a(E' •*• E, cos 6)
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the equality

> Ej, cos 6) a(Ej •*• E^, cos 6)

a(E± -*- E ^ a(Ej -

shows that it is sufficient to set up tables only for the transitions
(Ei -»• Ej ) with E^ >_ Ej .

Absorption in the thermal zone is taken into account by a 1/v-type cross
section.

The code is completely dimension-flexible. All variable-length quanti-
ties are stored in a single one-dimensional array whose length can be changed
by simply substituting a "DIMENSION" declaration in a dummy subroutine.

Besides the analog simulation, three techniques can be us>?d in the code
to treat small geometries and time intervals sufficiently large:

(a) The usual "expected leakage probability" method (see for instance
Ref. 1), which forces the neutron to stay within the assembly and compensates
the biassing of the game by an appropriate weight. When using this technique,
only one assembly may be treated in a run.

(b) The "expected value" calculation of the contributions to scores at
the target times of interest: if a neutron emerges from a collision with
parameters (x", v, ft, t, w) (x position, v speed, ft direction, t time, w sta-
tistical weight), the probability p for the particle to exceed the 1-th target
time t±, ti > t, without undergoing a collision is given by e~^v^t~ti', where
£ is the total macroscopic cross section, if the point x" » x" + vft(t£ - t) is
still inside the assembly. In this case scores are carried out for a particle
with parameters (x', v, ft, t , wp). The original neutron then suffers a new
collision or escapes without further contributing to the scores.

(c) The "splitting technique": to each of some assigned time steps t±,
i = 1 m (which may coincide with some target times), a splitting fac-
tor ni is associated. When a neutron enters and emerges from a collision,
with parameters (x, v, ft, t, w) and (5, v', ft', t, w'), respectively, a check
is made to see whether in the last free-flight it has exceeded any of the t^.
If so, the particle is split into n^ daughter particles, t^ being the largest
time step exceeded. The parameters of the $-th particle, j = 1, . . . n^, are
(x, v', ftj, t, w'/nfc), where ftj is such that ftj • ft = ft' • ft, i.e., a new azi-
muth is chosen for each particle in order to improve exploration of the geome-
try. Parameters about n^ - 1 particles are stored in a bank and the remaining
one goes on with the flight, producing possibly new daughter particles until
it is removed from the assembly; then the last particle stored is piclsd out
from the bank and followed as a new one.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

To test the code, many calculations were performed for several moderators
and for assemblies of different sizes. Results are quoted here for a 9.12-cm
radius sphere of heavy water at 300°K. The differential cross sections were
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calculated with the Haywood model [2], and used to set up tables of equiproba-
ble intervals for 100 energy and 10 cosine points for the energy and angle,
respectively. Source neutron energy and thermal threshold were fixed to 10 eV
and 1 eV; the particles started at the center of the sphere.

The neutron densities at various target times, calculated by applying the
splitting technique, are quoted in Fig. 1. The decay constant turned out to
be 1.51 * 101* sec"1. The asymptotic average speed was found to be 2.13 * 105

cm/sec. The neutron attenuation per source particle in the time interval
examined is of the order of 10~5, and the computing time needed to run the
30,000 histories was about 10* for an IBM-360/75 computer.

In Figs. 2 and 3, asymptotic spectra are shown at the time t = 500 us,
calculated by the expected leakage probability and the splitting technique,
respectively. Besides the obvious gain in shape due to richer statistics, one
must keep in mind that the latter was obtained with a computational time of
about one-third that of the former.

Extensions of the code are planned to include the treatment of several,
even multiplying materials.
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DISCUSSION

Coveyou: Do you choose an individual target nucleus for the neutron to
collide with, or does it just essentially collide with an average nucleus?

Simonini: With an average nucleus. In the thermal region, not in the
fast region. In fact the neutron collides with an average molecule.

Coveyou: In the experiment you discussed, what r^ere the experimental
errors? And how large was the variance in your computed result?

Simonini: The experimental error was quite small; I don't have the errors
in the Monte Carlo calculation so I. cannot say whs*: they were.

Coveyou: So you don't really know there was a discrepancy at all.

Simonini: Strictly speaking, that is right; but we have made many calcu-
lations with different starting random numbers and gotten the same discrepancy
repeatedly.

Cashuell: If I understand correctly, you do not force a particle to stay
in your small system at all.

Simonini: That depends on the technique that I use.

Coveyou: You use a splitting technique....

Simonini: The splitting and escape probability techniques can be combined,
but results obtained with the two methods were shown separately in my paper.

Coveyou: I wonder where the time savings come from in your code? Because
when you sp1it, obviously, you have got to keep a certain number of particles
around. You have to calculate distances to boundaries, don't you?

Simonini: Not for this particular technique, only for the expected
leakage probability method.

Cashwell: Obviously you have picked up a gain, but I don't exactly see
why.

Simonini: In the case of the escape probability technique some time is
wasted in computation of exponentials. I don't know how much of the difference
that accounts for, but the time was much less than th2 time for the escape
probability technique.

Borgwaldt: I might say that I am a little bit astonished that so many
people rely upon splitting and Russian Roulette as techniques for reducing
variance. Our experience with the combination of these two techniques has not
been too good, because with splitting you have a population explosion and with
Russian Roulette you normally get higher variance. He use Russian Roulette
only to get rid of neutrons so that our running time will not be too high.
But I should point out that, for time-dependent problems, there are two other
techniques that can be used in place of the extrapolated leakage probability
method. One technique involves introducing an artificial anisotropy, an

.\
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angular biasing that keeps the neutrons inside the sphere or the pulsed body.
Another technique is one which we have called the modified extrapolated leak-
age probability method. This second technique has been described in a paper
given by me at the Idaho Falls conference in 1971, and we have found that this
technique is really very efficient. If one looks at it very closely one sees
that it is, from a mathematical point of view, a combined track length trunca-
tion and angular biasing technique that has the effect that, on the one hand,
all the particles are kept strictly within the body in which you want to have
them for your time-dependent problem. On the other hand, if a particle makes
a collision near a boundary it is preferentially scattered backwards into the
body, and this is done with a minimum of computation. It is only that instead
of computing one exponential you have to compute two exponential terms. This
method has been introduced Into our code and I think that it has been success-
ful.

Coveyou: I thought it was well known that Russian Roulette always in-
creases the variance per history, and I think it is true, also that splitting
always decreases the variance. I know that this fact seems to be ignored most
of the time. People tend to say that they are reducing the variance either by
splitting or Russian Roulette. That is not what happens. The Russian Roulette
may result in a gain in efficiency, but only by decreasing the average running
tima per history. The variance per history just has to be increased by Russian
Roulette and I think, although I am not quite so certain of this, that split-
ting always decreases the variance per history. But the point is that it pro-
duces more particles so that it takes you longer to finish your calculations.

Caehwell: You want to decrease the number of particles when you use
Russian Roulette.

Coveyou: You want to do this to decrease the running time.

Cashuell: You could use the method that Bending talks about. When you
get close to the boundary your preferential direction is back towards the cen-
ter of a sphere, if you have a sphere. Generally it would be back towards the
center of the body.

Borgualdt (in summary): Perhaps I could briefly sketch how our method
works. I might add that our system really is simpler. Consider, first, the
ordinary extrapolated leakage probability (ELP) method. After each collision
one chooses the next flight path and forces a neutron collision on that part
of the path which lies within the body. What we do is slightly different.
For simplicity let us assume the scattering is isotropic in the lab system.
If this is not true our method becomes slightly more complicated, but it is
still pretty simple. If the scattering is isotropic then, after each colli-
sion we select two possible flight paths in opposite directions. Both these
directions are equally probable. Now we compute the conditional probability
that a collision will occur on either of the two flight paths, assuming it
occurs on one of them. We select one of the two paths from this conditional
probability and force a collision, along that path, and within the body. If
the last collision has occurred near the boundary, then the next collision
will tend to be pushed back towards the interior of the body. And so we get
a preferential scattering in the backward direction.. This doesn't take that
much computation, but it gives you twice as much information on the leakage
probability information which you can use to estimate leakage. Further, it
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works. It does not give you as large a scatter of neutron weights as you get
in the normal ELP method, which sometimes forces a high density of collisions
near a boundary. This artificially high density is associated with very low
neutron weights. With our method the weights are more likely to remain normal.

Hoogenboom: I don't understand why it does not take much computer time.
It seems that you have to examine the whole system, from the collision point
first in one direction and then the other.

Borgwaldt: Well I must add that in practice there are, of course, some
refinements. This technique is only used in designated outer regions. One
can recognize quite easily that all such techniques make no sense, when you are
far from a boundary. In general, one might say that the amount of computation
which you need is twice the amount needed for Rief's extrapolated leakage
probability technique because you have to compute two exponentials. On the
other hand, if you look at the paper I mentioned, published in the Proceedings
of Conference on New Developments in Reactor Mathematics and Applications,
CONF-710302 (1971), Vol. 2, p. 857, you can see that the behavior of the error
in the ELP technique becomes catastrophic when you go to extremes, when you
want to follow the decay of neutrons over several decades. Whereas, in our
case, you lose computation time when you are not looking for large decay, but
you gain considerably when you follow neutrons over several decades of inten-
sity.

Gelbard: You cut off the thermal group at 1 eV?

Simonini: Yes.

Gelbard: Sc you also have the problem that I referred to, in another
connection, earlier. There must be some binding effects epithermally, above
1 eV. Do you treat those?

Simoninir Above the thermal band we assume a constant cross section and
isotropic scattering. The code is designed to investigate only the thermal
properties of materials like heavy water and light water, nothing else.

Gelbard: When you actually compute a period, do you fit an exponential
to the time behavior?

Simonini: Yes, of course.

Gelbard: There is another sort of procedure that has been used a great
deal for computing, not periods, but decay lengths. I think it would be appli-
cable here also. Rather than fitting the decay curve you can compute an absorp-
tion rate over the energy spectrum which, by neutron balance, gives you a period.
I think the problem of fitting an exponential to a stochastic variable is proba-
bly a pain in the neck, vhe^eas the other method directly gives you a period
by balance and is probably somewhat easier. Before we leave this topic, I want
to ask you whether the discrepancies you mentioned have been observed by other
people.

Simonini: I don't know.


